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Bukowski’s Reprieve 
Los Angeles City Council declares poet’s former bungalow historic landmark 
 
On Tuesday, February 26, the Los Angeles City Council declared the former bungalow 
of late poet/novelist Charles Bukowski a historic landmark, saving the decrepit 
apartment court at 5124 De Longpre Avenue from demolition. The decision ends a 
brawling debate that broke out last November in the Los Angeles Cultural Heritage 
Commission and rumbled through the Planning and Land Use Committee before 
landing in front of the full City Council.  
 
The effort to preserve the battered stucco apartment in East Hollywood where the 
hard-drinking writer lived from 1963 to 1972 began last July when Bukowski admirer 
Lauren Everett spotted a Craigslist post advertising the property as a teardown for 
an asking price of $1.3 million. In November, Everett and Esotouric Bus Tours co-
founder Richard Schave took the matter before the Los Angeles Cultural Heritage 
Committee (CHC), hoping to have the bungalow where Bukowski transformed 
himself from an anonymous postal worker into an internationally famous author 
designated a cultural-historic landmark.  
 
Despite dramatic accusations from the property’s owners that Bukowski was Nazi 
sympathizer, the Committee voted 3-1 in favor of landmark status. On February 19, 
the Planning and Land Use Committee approved the CHC’s recommendation, moving 
the issue to the full City Council, which issued final approval. That action prevents 
the property’s owners from altering the interior or exterior without special permission 
and may require them to wait up to a year for a demolition permit.  
 
Sometime during the landmarking process, Aleksandr Konovalov, the courtyard’s 
owner, sold the property and has threatened to sue the city for forcing his hand in 
the matter. A phone call to Konovalov’s attorney, Joseph Trenk, was not returned. 
Nick Velasquez, spokesman for the City Attorney’s office had no knowledge of a suit 
being filed as of February 29.  
 
As for the preservationists, Lauren Everett had hoped to see a writers’ colony 
emerge in a restored Bukowski Court, but the recent sale complicates that prospect. 
Meanwhile, Schave’s Esotouric Bus Tours has scheduled a Bukowski “Haunts of a 
Dirty Old Man” tour for March 9. Not surprisingly, the tour will include a stop at 5124 
De Longpre Ave. 
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